We consider a multi-item spare parts optimization problem with multiple warehouses and two customer classes, where lateral transshipments are used as a differentiation tool. Specifically, premium requests that cannot be met from stock at their preferred warehouse may be satisfied from stock at other warehouses (so-called lateral transshipments). We first derive approximations for the mean waiting time per class in a single-item model with selective lateral transshipments.
Introduction
In the capital intensive industry, companies may fully rely on the performance of key equipment for their operations. Downtime of these systems, such as radar systems on frigates (Al Hanbali and Van der Heijden [2] ) or lithography systems in the semiconductor industry (Kranenburg and Van Houtum [12] ), can have severe consequences then. As the users of such systems are mainly interested in equipment use rather than maintenance, they tend to outsource maintenance and spare parts supply, with performance agreements formalized in service contracts by service level Therefore, it could be beneficial to use such transshipments for meeting premium requests. We do not allow lateral transshipments for non-premium requests to avoid that such a transshipment depletes stock that could have been used for meeting a premium request arriving just a bit later.
Demand that cannot be met from on-hand stock (either directly or through transshipments) is either backordered or satisfied using emergency shipments from a location with infinite supply.
In a multi-item setting where multiple warehouses each receive requests from two customer classes (a premium and a non-premium class), we investigate the benefits of using selective transshipments in addition to backordering and emergency shipments. Furthermore, as we found large savings when combining selective emergency shipments with critical level policies, we also combine selective emergency shipments and selective transshipments with critical level policies.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we give a literature overview and state our main contribution. We then describe the system in Section 3 and present an approach in Section 4 for analyzing this system for a single item when transshipments are used for premium requests. This analysis approach serves as a building block for solving the multi-item optimization problem that we address in Section 5, where we also present the solution approach. We then discuss extensions to a model where a critical level policy is combined with selective transshipments and emergency shipments in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss our extensive computational experiment. Finally, we draw conclusions and indicate further research areas in Section 8.
Literature
Our research is related to literature on (i) service differentiation and (ii) lateral transshipments. In the service differentiation area, we find contributions on both a tactical and an operational level. Most papers on the tactical level consider single-location models, with the main differentiation tool being the critical level policy, a concept introduced by Veinott [17] . The optimality of this approach has been proven under various circumstances, both under backordering and lost sales.
We refer to Teunter and Klein Haneveld [15] for a literature review. Alternatively, Alvarez et al. [3] use selective emergency shipments in a single-location setting as a differentiation tool. If a warehouse is out of stock, demand may either be backordered or met using an emergency shipment from a central stock point with infinite supply, depending on the customer class and item type. Their approach can lead to cost savings over a one-size-fits-all approach that are close 4 to those using critical level policies and to considerably larger savings when combined with critical level policies. To our knowledge, the only paper considering a multi-location model is Alvarez et al. [4] . The authors consider a multi-item setting with various customers where dedicated stock may be kept at a customer"s site in addition to stock kept at a central location. At an operational level, the amount of literature is much more limited and comprises a few multilocation models. Jalil [10] and Tiemessen et al. [16] consider single-item models with multiple warehouses and multiple customer classes, where a request can often be met from more than one warehouse. Differentiation occurs by not necessarily satisfying a low priority request from the nearest warehouse (or from any warehouse in the system) to reserve stock for premium requests.
The literature on lateral transshipments considers both models with backordering and models with emergency shipments. Models with backordering have initially been considered by Lee [13] and Axsäter [5] , who consider a two-echelon setting consisting of a depot and various bases which are divided into transshipment pools. Axsäter uses an iterative analysis approach, where each base is analyzed separately over a number of iterations under the assumption that transshipment requests at each base arrive according to Poisson processes. This logic has often been used in other papers, e.g. Alfredsson and Verrijdt [1] and Van Wijk et al. [18] . Models with emergency shipments have initially been considered by Dada [7] and Alfredsson and Verrijdt [1] , who analyze similar two-echelon models. Some recent contributions are Kranenburg and Van Houtum [12] , who consider a model in which only a subset of warehouses can act as a transshipment source (so-called main warehouses), and Van Wijk et al. [18] , who consider a model in which transshipment requests at a warehouse are only met if the stock level at that warehouse is above a so-called hold back level. We refer to Paterson et al. [14] for further details.
To our knowledge, lateral transshipments have not been used as a service differentiation tool before. In this paper, lateral transshipments may only be used to satisfy premium customer requests. This form of differentiation likely has significant added value: lateral transshipments are generally both faster and less expensive than emergency shipments. Hence, if there is added value to using selective emergency shipments for differentiation, it will likely be beneficial to use selective transshipments for this purpose as well. A complication, however, is that the feasibility of a lateral transshipments depends on the stock levels at other warehouses, whereas emergency shipments are always possible. Hence, we investigate under what conditions lateral 5 transshipments are beneficial and how often each shipment option (i.e., lateral transshipments, emergency shipments, backordering) is used in a multi-item setting. To do so, we require singleitem building blocks that have not been considered in literature so far, namely approaches to analyze the model when transshipments are used for premium customers only. We also investigate the added value of combining selective transshipments and emergency shipments with critical level policies. Our detailed contributions are:
We show how to analyze the system for a single item under lateral transshipments for premium customers. We also extend this approach for the combination with critical levels.
2. We develop an approach similar to Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to optimize the overall multi-item model and show that this approach is fast and gives good quality solutions.
Although such an approach has been used for solving similar problems before, its application is not straightforward for our problem, since we have a large number of control options.
3. In an extensive computational experiment, we show (i) that there is significant added value to using selective transshipments in addition to selective emergency shipments, especially in settings with slow moving items and (ii) that the combination of selective transshipments and selective emergency shipments is a good alternative to using critical level policies.
Model

Model outline
We consider a multi-item network of multiple local warehouses and a central depot with infinite supply. Each warehouse has its own customer base consisting of premium and non-premium customers. Per customer class, there is a maximum amount of time that customers of that class are willing to wait on average for parts. Naturally, the premium class has the strictest waiting time requirement. Direct requests at a warehouse (i.e., from its own customer base) are met from stock at the warehouse if possible, with a replenishment request being sent to the central depot (i.e., we consider a continuous-time, one-for-one replenishment policy).
A premium customer request that cannot be met from on-hand stock may be satisfied through a lateral transshipment from another warehouse. We consider a model where transshipments are only used for a subset of warehouses and items, with the selection of the most appropriate subset 6 being part of the multi-item optimization problem (Section 5). If transshipments of a specific item are not allowed at a warehouse, that warehouse can neither request the item at another warehouse nor receive transshipment requests. Not allowing transshipments may be justified if a warehouse is far away from other warehouses or if an inexpensive fast moving item is considered (for which a lateral transshipment is relatively expensive). In contrast, if transshipments are allowed, the warehouse can both send and receive transshipment requests. On-hand stock is always used to satisfy an incoming transshipment request, i.e., no stock is reserved for direct requests. A warehouse issues transshipment requests to other warehouses in a predetermined order. Such an order is common in practice and will depend on shipment times and costs between warehouses.
A request that cannot be met from stock at the direct warehouse or through a lateral transshipment is either backordered or met using an emergency shipment from the central depot.
Based on these shipment options, we consider the following three shipment strategies:
1. Full backordering: Premium and non-premium requests are backordered, with backorders cleared first-come-first-served. Premium backorders thus do not receive higher priority.
Emergency shipments for premium customers only:
we backorder non-premium requests.
Emergency shipments for all customers.
We do not allow premium requests to be backordered when non-premium requests are met through emergency shipments. The shipment strategy may vary per item and warehouse. Alvarez et al. [3] have shown that the suitability of a shipment strategy depends on the characteristics of the item: full backordering is particularly beneficial for relatively inexpensive items with high demand rates, while emergency shipments are more suitable for premium requests for expensive slow moving items. As demand rates differ per warehouse, the shipment strategy may also vary among warehouses. The lateral and emergency shipment times do not have a specific distribution: we only use the mean shipment times in our model. 
Key assumptions and notation
We make the following assumptions:
1. All direct requests arrive according to mutually independent Poisson processes.
2. The replenishment lead time to any warehouse is exponentially distributed. This assumption facilitates system analysis using continuous-time Markov chains. The system performance measures also tend to be insensitive to the lead time distribution, especially when emergency shipments are used for both classes (e.g. Alfredsson and Verrijdt [1] , Alvarez et al. [3] ).
3. The shipment time from any warehouse to a customer is negligible.
4. Lateral transshipments are faster than emergency shipments and also have lower shipment costs. As a result, they are preferred over emergency shipments.
5. Lateral and emergency shipments are sent directly to the customer and not via the warehouse.
6. Emergency shipment requests originate from the warehouse that needs the item: a second warehouse cannot request the item and then forward it to the warehouse who actually needs it.
We have warehouses that each receive requests for items from class 1 (premium) customers and class 2 (non-premium) customers. 
Analysis
Approach
In this section, we focus on the special case where transshipments are allowed among all warehouses (i.e., , -). al. [18] ). A key approximation is that transshipment requests arrive according to Poisson processes with a known rate. Then, each warehouse can be analyzed separately, resulting in fill rate estimates. In turn, the fill rates at all warehouses determine the rate at which transshipment requests occur. Using a similar rationale, we develop an iterative procedure to analyze a system where lateral transshipments are only possible for a subset of all customers. We also assume that all warehouses operate independently of each other, which allows us to compute, amongst others, the fraction of demand met through transshipments as simple products of warehouse fill rates.
Obviously, this assumption does not hold in reality. We include these dependencies to some extent by iteratively updating the transshipment rates among warehouses. evaluates the approach performance. We omit suffix , as we consider a single item only.
Additional notation
We introduce the notation below, which applies for each warehouse and customer class (when applicable) The term "demand at warehouse " refers to the direct demand at that warehouse.

: the rate at which transshipment requests arrive.
the fill rate (i.e., the fraction of demand met directly from stock). Using these performance measures, we find ( ) and ( ) as follows:
The first term of ( ) arises from backordering (using Little"s formula), whereas the second and third term denote the waiting time arising from emergency and lateral transshipments.
Note that ( ) consists of holding costs (which are computed over both on-hand stock and items in the pipeline), and the costs for using lateral and emergency shipments if applicable.
Main analysis steps
Our main analysis steps are:
, so we initially ignore lateral transshipments.
Warehouse analysis:
Compute fill rates ( ) and the expected number of backorders ( ) for all warehouses and classes given the current value of .
3. Update the transshipment rates given the current values of ( )
Finish:
Stop if the change in is smaller than some small . Otherwise, go to step 2.
We discuss Step 2 in more detail in Section 4.4. We update in step 3 as follows: let denote the rate at which transshipment requests arrive at warehouse from warehouse . If ( ) for any positive integer , receives transshipment requests from when and all warehouses ( ) up to ( ) are out of stock. Assumption of independence among warehouses, we find:
We obtain ( ) and, if applicable, ( ) from equations (5) and (6) respectively.
We find by multiplying the fraction of premium demand at forwarded to (i.e., )
by the probability that this demand can be met from on-hand stock at (i.e., ( )).
Detailed analysis of a single warehouse
We find the fill rate and the expected number of backorders per class from the distribution of the number of outstanding orders at the warehouse by using a continuous time Markov chain. For simplicity, we drop index and denote . Let denote the demand rate including transshipment requests when the warehouse has stock on-hand, and ( ) the demand rate under shipment strategy when the warehouse is out of stock. We find for ( ):
all demand is lost (i.e., met through lateral or emergency shipments).
 ( )
: premium demand is met through lateral or emergency shipments.
: premium requests are backordered when the item cannot be obtained elsewhere in the system, which coincides with all warehouses in being out of stock.
Hence, the probability of a premium backorder equals ∏ ( ( )) . Under full emergency shipments ( ), the Markov chain simplifies to an Erlang loss system with servers. Using the notation , we thus have (see amongst others Gross et al. [9] ):
Under (partial) backordering, we solve balance equations to find the steady-state probabilities of outstanding orders. With as before, and equal to ( ) , we find:
Under partial backordering ( ), (9) denotes the non-premium mean backorder level ( ). Under full backordering ( ), (9) denotes the total mean backorder level. As premium and non-premium backorders occur at rates and respectively, we have:
Quality of the analysis approach
We compare our method to simulation for three performance measures: ( ) ∑ ( ) , and ( ) and ( ), ( ). We test 32 problem instances with either 6 or 18 warehouses and transshipments allowed at all warehouses (i.e., ).
For the simulation, we used a replication/deletion approach with at least 0.3 million requests for both premium and non-premium customers (average values are 1 million premium and 5 million non-premium requests). Table 1 shows the relative deviation of our method to simulation. The method is very accurate for slow movers and systems with many warehouses. We thus expect the approach to be accurate for practical instances. In systems with 6 warehouses and low stock levels (resulting in fill rates below 50%), the estimate of the transshipment fraction ( ) can be poor. Still, in practice it will not occur that stocks of fast movers are low: these items have a high contribution to the overall waiting time. Therefore, waiting times for these items should be low. The maximum computation time for an instance is 12 milliseconds. Clearly, our approach is accurate and requires little computation time. As a result, it will be a suitable building block for solving multi-item problem of the next section. We refer to Appendix A for more details.
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Problem description and optimization
Problem ( ) minimizes the total system costs ( ) under restrictions on the mean aggregate waiting times per customer class and warehouse. A high waiting time at one warehouse thus cannot be compensated by a low waiting time at another warehouse, although such a variant (e.g. if a customer can be serviced from multiple warehouses) can be analyzed in a similar way.
, * +, * +
We use an approach similar to Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to solve ( ). First, we reformulate the non-linear problem ( ) to a linear problem by focusing on item policies as decision variables. The reformulated problem becomes to select one item policy for each item such that the system costs are minimized with the waiting time requirements still being met. Let denote the set of item policies for item , with ( ( ) ( ) ( )) denoting a single item policy in (i.e., , with ). Furthermore, let be a binary variable indicating whether is selected for item (then, ). We then find linear problem ( ):
If contains all item policies, ( ) and ( ) are equivalent and have the same optimal solution.
Also, we find a lower bound on the costs by solving the LP-relaxation of (P2). Our challenge is the selection of policies to include in for each item , which is far from trivial: each policy refers to a multi-location problem. As we will show, an exact decomposition into single location problems is not possible under lateral transshipments. So we face a large set of relevant item policies. Furthermore, policy evaluation may take significant time when transshipments are allowed. The careful selection of item policies is thus crucial: we should select the minimal number of policies such that we still find a (near-) optimal solution to ( ) and its LP-relaxation.
Solving the LP-relaxation
First, we first construct an initial set of item policies. Subsequently, we iteratively add policies to the policy set using column generation until no further interesting policies can be found.
Constructing an initial policy set
An initial policy set should lead to a feasible solution to the integer problem ( ). One option to find such a set is to select a policy per item such that ( ) for each class and warehouse , guaranteeing ∑ ( ) . As that option may lead to relatively large stock levels, we instead look for a policy over all items simultaneously. We use a ""biggestbang-for-the-buck" algorithm, where we satisfy all unmet demand using emergency shipments, i.e., and . This is justified since we only need a reasonable feasible solution as starting point for optimization. In each step of our algorithm, we increase the stock level by one unit at the item-warehouse combination ( ) that leads to the greatest added value. We continue until all waiting time restrictions are met. To choose an option ( ), we compute the decrease in waiting time relative to the extra investment needed. We find ( ), the decrease in waiting times for a unit stock increase at ( ) (denoted by ), as follows:
Here , -* +, which ensures that we only consider waiting time reductions above their respective thresholds. The extra investment ( ) ( ) ( ) follows from (2) . Note that options ( ) may exist where both waiting times and costs decrease: a stock increase may lead to lower waiting times and fewer transshipments and emergency shipments (resulting in lower shipment costs). Then, we select the option with the largest ( ) among the options with lower costs. Otherwise, we select the option with the largest ( ) ( ). During the procedure, we may find dominated policies that have both higher costs and higher waiting times at all warehouses than at least one other policy. We remove these policies before proceeding. Note that the initial policy set might contain more than one policy for each item: we expect that having many policies in the initial policy set reduces the amount of time needed for generating additional policies through column generation.
Finding additional policies through column generation
Column generation focuses on finding unconsidered item policies with negative reduced costs.
Per item, we iteratively add the policy with minimal reduced costs to the policy set if these costs are negative. We stop once we cannot find further policies with negative reduced costs. Let ( ) and ( ) denote the shadow price values for constraints (16) and (17) respectively, resulting from solving (P2) for a given set of item policies. The reduced costs ( ) for a policy are now found as follows, with suffix (i.e., the policy index) omitted for simplicity:
It is far from trivial to find the item policy with the lowest reduced costs for an item . If transshipments are allowed at a warehouse , the performance at that warehouse depends on the rates at which it sends and receives transshipment requests. Error! Reference source not found. shows the main column generation steps for a single item.
We omit suffix in the figure and the rest of the section. We now give details on steps 1 and 2, with ( ) being the best item policy found overall.
Step 1: finding a start item policy for the column generation procedure.
We can find a start policy in two extreme ways: either we allow transshipments at all warehouses (i.e., ) or we do not allow them at any warehouse ( ). The advantage of the second option is that we can easily find good values for the remaining decision variables and , since each warehouse can be optimized separately. On the other hand, the first option will likely result in a more suitable start policy: we expect it to be easiest to move from a policy where transshipments are allowed at all warehouses to one where transshipments are only allowed at a subset of warehouses. In contrast, a move from a policy where transshipments are not used to one where transshipments are allowed can only occur if it is beneficial to transshipment among two or more warehouse (transshipments will not occur if they are only allowed at one warehouse).
These arguments prompt us to combine the options to find a start policy: first, we set and optimize values for and . Then, we set to obtain the start policy. In this way, we easily find values for and , while still obtaining a start policy where transshipments are allowed among all warehouses. Note that the values found for and result in a valid item policy both when and when . Therefore, we analyze the system under both settings and store the policy with the lowest reduced costs ( ) as the best policy so far ( ).
Given that , we first optimize for each value of * + separately. Subsequently, we select the combination ( ) leading to the lowest value for ( ). Given a value for , we start with . We then iteratively increase by one unit until a further increase has no benefit. Each time we increase , we store the combination ( ) if it leads to the lowest value for ( ) so far (denoted by ( )). A further increase of has no benefit once (∑ ) ( ). Then, the minimal reduced costs for (consisting of the system holding costs minus the item shadow price) already exceed the best reduced costs found so far. Note that the actual costs for will be larger than that minimum value, as we ignore the shipment and waiting time costs.
Step 2: optimizing decision variable values at warehouse .
Our aim is to find the values for , and that minimize the reduced costs ( ) in the entire system. We do so, because the decision variable values at warehouse influence the service levels at all warehouses. This influence can be significant: in particular, if stock is mainly (or even only) kept at warehouse , the value of is crucial, since it influences whether other warehouses have access to this stock.
We first optimize the decision variable values at for each value of separately. We then select the combination ( ) that minimizes ( ). Note that when , the optimal values for and are the same as those found when looking for the start item policy (step 1), as the warehouse is not influenced by transshipment requests from other warehouses. When , we use the same approach as described in step 1 to find optimal values for and .
Given values for , and , we have two options for estimating ( ). The first is to evaluate the system using the approach of Section 4. This option leads to the most accurate estimate of ( ), but is very time-consuming, in particular since we need to analyze the system for various combinations of , and .
The second option is to analyze only warehouse (as in Section 4.4) and update the estimates of ( ) and ( ) for the other warehouses in the system through equations (5) and (6) . Although the latter option is less accurate, we still use it since it is much faster (we only need to analyze one warehouse).
Furthermore, it leads to sufficiently good solutions, as we will show in Section 5.1.3.
Once we have optimized the values of , and , we use the approach of Section 4 to determine the actual value of ( ) related to the newfound policy (as opposed to the approximate value found with the fast evaluation option). Using this actual value, we determine whether the new policy is the best so far (i.e. step 3) and store it if this is the case.
Quality of the obtained lower bound
We cannot guarantee that our column generation procedure always finds the item policy with the lowest reduced costs. Hence, we cannot ensure that we find the true optimal solution to the LPrelaxation of ( ). Therefore, we compare the lower bound found with our column generation procedure to the lower bound when using an optimal column generation approach based on complete enumeration. As the latter approach is time-consuming, we only test small problem instances. We tested 128 problem instances, each with 5 or 10 items, and 2 or 4 warehouses. The remaining parameter values have been marked by an asterisk in Table 2 Relative deviation to the true lower bound
From Table 2 , we see that our approach indeed does not always find the true lower bound. Still, the deviation is at most 2.29%. Also, the deviations decrease in the number of warehouses and items, with the deviation being at most 0.46% for instances with 10 items and 4 warehouses. We thus expect the lower bound estimate to be accurate for larger instances that occur in practice.
Finding a near-optimal integer solution
The solution to the LP-relaxation might be fractional, with a combination of item policies being selected for certain items. Therefore, we need an approach to find a near-optimal solution to the integer problem ( ). A simple option would be the intelligent rounding of the fractional values of the LP-relaxation solution. However, such rounding will not be trivial, as we can have many items for which multiple policies are used: ( ) has constraints, leading to item policies being basis variables (i.e., where ). For each item, at least one policy will be selected. We thus can have up to items for which multiple policies are selected. Also, even if rounding is used to find a starting point for a local search procedure, the resulting solution is usually inferior to that obtained when solving the integer problem using linear optimization software such as CPLEX (see Alvarez et al. [3] ). Therefore, we also solve ( ) using CPLEX.
The policy set used for solving the LP-relaxation serves as a starting point for the integer problem policy set, as this set has worked well before (e.g. Alvarez et al. [3] ). From the LP-relaxation set, we remove dominated policies (i.e., policies with both higher costs and waiting times than at least one other policy) and policies where ( ) for at least one item and warehouse (the overall waiting time ∑ ∑ ( ) also exceeds then).
Still, computation times remain extensive under this smaller policy set and can amount to several hours. To decrease computation times, we consider two options, namely (i) further reducing the number of item policies per item or (ii) setting a limit on the time for CPLEX to find a solution.
We choose for option (ii) because computation times remained large under option (i), irrespective of the criterion used for removing item policies (e.g. when reduced costs of a policy exceed a certain threshold). Also, the solutions found could be very poor, such as a gap to the lower bound of 14%. Option (ii) outperformed option (i) both in solution quality and computation times. The reason is that CPLEX often finds a good solution in the first few minutes, with improvements being minor from then on. Most time is spent on evaluating options that turn out to be infeasible.
In an experiment with 80 problem instances -with 20 to 50 items and 10 to 20 warehouses -we considered time limits from 15 to 60 minutes. We found that a limit of 15 minutes already works well, with an average gap to the lower bound of 0.85%. Further improvements in quality were negligible under larger time limits (e.g., under 60 minutes the average gap reduced to 0.84%).
Extension to a model with critical levels
We now extend the model of Section 3 to include positive critical levels, i.e., where an amount of stock can be reserved for premium requests (either direct or transshipment requests). We let denote the critical level for item at warehouse , with , -denoting the system critical levels. As before, premium requests may be met through transshipments when the direct warehouse is out of stock. However, warehouses with positive critical levels must always use emergency shipments to satisfy all (premium and non-premium) requests that cannot be satisfied through stock or transshipments. In other words: if . We choose this model for its simplicity: as we shall see, the combination of critical levels with emergency shipments leads to a simple analysis of a warehouse. Also, it remains a realistic model: critical levels are mainly beneficial for expensive slow movers (see e.g. Alvarez et al. [3] , Kranenburg and Van Houtum [11] ). For such items, all unmet demand is generally satisfied through emergency shipments.
We can easily extend the analysis and optimization approaches for the combined model. In the analysis approach, the main steps and the computation of the transshipment rates (Section 4.3)
remain the same. We must only be able to analyze a single warehouse under a critical level policy with emergency shipments. For the optimization procedure, we require a slight modification to 21 the column generation method. Specifically, we must be able to optimize decision variable values -including the critical level -at a single warehouse. We discuss the warehouse analysis in Section 6.1 and the optimization in Section 6.2. For simplicity, suffixes and are omitted. Figure 4 shows the Markov chain of the number of outstanding orders, with and as in Section 4.4. Non-premium demand is lost once orders or more are outstanding (equivalent to having at most items on-hand). This Markov chain is similar to that of Kranenburg and Van
Warehouse analysis
Houtum [11] (the difference is that they do not consider transshipments, with thus being zero). The steady-state probabilities and fill rate values ( ) follow directly from the balance equations. We refer to Kranenburg and Van Houtum [11] for further details.
Warehouse optimization
Optimization occurs a similar way to Section 5.1.2, except that we must also optimize for any combination ( ) when . Given values for and , and , we find an optimal value for as follows: starting with , we iteratively increase by one unit, with the value leading to the lowest ( ) being stored. We keep increasing until either (i) (we can reserve at most the base stock level) or (ii) ( ) , with a specified tolerance. As increases, the service level at premium customers improves (leading to lower reduced costs for those customers) at the expense of non-premium customers (for whom we find higher reduced costs). Overall, ( ) will thus first decrease and then increase. Still, we are unable to prove convexity of ( ) in . However, once ( ) is close to 1, we can be certain that the reduced costs for premium customers will barely decrease further.
As before (see step 2 of Section 5.1.2), we have two options for estimating ( ) for given values of , , and , i.e., (i) a more accurate but time-consuming option of analyzing the entire system, and (ii) a faster but less accurate option of analyzing a single warehouse and only
updating the values of ( ) and ( ) for the other warehouses. We use the first 22 option for the model with critical levels only. This model serves as a benchmark for evaluating the model with lateral transshipments and emergency shipments as the only differentiation tools.
The first evaluation option results in a stronger benchmark, as it generally gives better solutions.
Computational experiment
In an extensive computational experiment, we investigate (i) the performance of our optimization approach in terms of solution quality and computation time, (ii) the added value of the selective transshipment approach by comparing it to alternative differentiation approaches, and (iii) the suitability of the various shipment and transshipment strategies.
Experiment design
We construct 1024 problem instances, with always equal to 1 day and equal to 1000. Table 3 gives the other parameter values. The asterisks specify the values considered when evaluating the quality of our lower bound estimate (Section 5.1.3). Shipment times and costs are the same for all items and warehouses in a problem instance, with the lateral times and costs equal for any warehouse pair. Using a uniform distribution, the holding costs are randomly drawn on the specified interval. Below, we detail how we obtain values for demand rates . Table 3 Tested parameter values
Parameter Value
Our demand rates should differ among warehouses and items, with the overall fraction of premium demand in the system equal to . We find in three steps: first, (1) we draw a 23 value on the -interval (using a uniform distribution) to obtain the average demand rate for item at one warehouse. By multiplying this value by we find the total system demand rate .
Then, (2) we find the total premium demand in the system by multiplying by , with denoting the remaining non-premium demand. Finally, (3) For each combination of parameters in Table 3 , we construct 2 sets of item demand rates and holding costs to ensure that our results are not dependent on the specific values of one sample.
Combined with 512 possible parameter combinations, we thus have 1024 instances in total. 
Performance of the optimization procedure
Suitability of shipment and transshipment strategies
For each combination ( ), Figure 5 shows the overall fraction of items and warehouses for which that combination is used. Clearly, lateral supply is very suitable for meeting premium requests: overall, transshipments are allowed at 96% of all item-warehouse combinations. For the remaining 4% of combinations where transshipments are not allowed, we always use full backordering. This is logical: if it is not beneficial to use lateral transshipments, it will also not be beneficial to use more expensive (and slower) emergency shipments. We can thus limit the combinations ( ) that we should consider during optimization. The instances where lateral transshipments are not beneficial have many inexpensive fast moving items, high transshipment costs and loose waiting time restrictions, making transshipments expensive and unnecessary. Overall, full backordering ( ) is the most frequently used shipment strategy (see Figure 5 ).
Still, the added value of each shipment strategy depends heavily on the shipment times and type of item, as shown in Figure 6 . Full backordering ( ) is especially beneficial when emergency shipments are slow relative to regular shipments, and when items are mostly cheap fast movers. Then, that strategy is used for roughly 85% of all items and warehouses. This coincides with earlier findings (Alvarez et al. [3] ). Clearly, it is beneficial to consider backordering in addition to emergency shipments, even though it is common in both literature and business for emergency shipments to be the only shipment mode.
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Conclusions and further research
We considered a system with two customer classes where lateral transshipments and emergency shipments are both used selectively for service differentiation purposes. For a single-item setting, we developed an analysis approach when selective transshipments may only be used for premium requests. We also developed an approach similar to Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to optimize the multi-item system under class-specific waiting time restrictions. Key conclusions are:
 Our analysis approach is accurate and fast.
 Our multi-item solution approach gives near-optimal solutions in little computation time.
 Selective lateral transshipments lead to significant cost savings when combined with selective emergency shipments. The savings are 14% on average and can amount to 34%. The savings can be particularly large (19% on average) if we have many expensive slow movers.
 Using critical levels besides selective (trans-)shipments does not lead to significant extra gains. Clearly, the combination of selective transshipments and emergency shipments is a good alternative to critical level policies, while being easier to implement in practice.
 Backordering should also be considered as a shipment option in spare parts settings.
This is in contrast to the practice of always using emergency shipments for unmet demand.
From the findings in this paper and those in Alvarez et al. [3] , our conjecture is that significant cost savings can be obtained by using any two differentiation tools jointly, such as critical levels with selective emergency shipments Alvarez et al. [3] or selective transshipments with selective emergency shipments. Combining three differentiation tools does not lead to additional benefits, but clearly "two out of three (options) is not bad". This flexibility to choose differentiation tools allows service providers to select those tools that are easiest to implement (with critical level policies possibly not being used in favor of options with fewer practical drawbacks).
We see two areas for further research:
1. An extension to more than two customer classes. If we have more than two customer classes, transshipments and emergency shipments might be used for a subset of customers (with the subset possibly varying per item). The analysis approach for such a system follows directly from that in Section 4. However, optimization will become much more difficult: we obtain additional variables (i.e., for what customer classes do we allow transshipments and emergency shipments) and additional constraints. Further research is thus needed to carefully select relevant item policies for the optimization problem.
2. More flexible supply chains with warehouse clusters. In this paper, lateral transshipments may occur among any pair of warehouses. In practice, however, warehouses may be clustered in regions (e.g. an EMEA region, a US region, and an Asia region), with transshipments only allowed among warehouses in the same region, i.e., lateral transshipments among regions are not allowed. Then, we must also decide how many regions there will be and how warehouses 28 are assigned to these regions. These additional decisions increase the complexity of the multiitem optimization problem, as we then have various configurations (and hence item policies) to choose from. Further research is thus needed to quickly select relevant item policies.
We now give details on the comparison of our analysis approach to simulation from Section 4.5. Table A1 shows the parameter values tested. In all instances, the shipment strategies are spread evenly over the warehouses, i.e., one third of all warehouses uses full backordering, one third uses emergency shipments for premium customers only, etc. The demand rates and shipment times are the same at all warehouses, with a fraction of demand coming from premium customers. We let large demand rates coincide with large stock levels. 
Parameter Values
